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NEW QUESTION: 1
What does the protocol RARP do?
A. Takes a MAC address and finds an IP address to match

B. Sends messages to the devices regarding the health of the
network
C. Takes an IP address and finds out the MAC address to which
it belongs
D. Facilitates file transfers
Answer: A
Explanation:
The correct answer is "Takes a MAC address and finds an IP
address to match", the reverse of ARP. The Reverse Address
Resolution Protocol knows a MAC (Media Access Control) address
and asks the RARP server to match it with an IP address.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three cost planning tasks can be performed in the Cost
Accounting work area?
A. Analyzing and Comparing Costs
B. Manage Cost Accounting Periods
C. Review Work Order Costs
D. Review Item Costs
E. Manage Resource Rates
F. Estimating Standard Costs for Assemblies
Answer: C,E,F
Explanation:
Explanation
https://fusionhelp.oracle.com/fscmUI/topic/TopicId_P_C97AC11135
0F0D3EE040D30A68814D11

NEW QUESTION: 3
An administrator has been alerted to a VM that has high I/O
latency and wants to determine if there are any other factors,
such as insufficient network or memory resources that
correlate, as part of a troubleshooting process.
Which type of chart should the administrator create to allow
all relevant data to be easily exported to CSV for later
analysis?
A. A VM entity chart with each of the relevant metrics
B. A cluster entity chart with each of the relevant metrics
C. A VM metric chart for each of the relevant metrics
D. A cluster metric chart for each of the relevant metrics
Answer: C
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